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I. INTRODUCTION
An airborne wind turbine (AWT) is a wind turbine (WT)
that is not rigidly fixed to the ground. At present most of the
AWT systems are either kite- [1] or balloon-based [2]. Fig. 1
depicts a kite-based AWT, which is described in [1]. Its
operating principle is similar to that of a standard WT. Wind
energy is used to provide the same rotational motion (indicated
by blue surfaces in Fig. 1) of either rotor blades (in standard
WTs - Fig. 1a) or the whole kite (in AWTs - Fig. 1b). An
electric machine attached either directly on the centre hub of
the rotor blades (Fig. 1a) or on the kite (Fig. 1b) opposes that
motion, and, therefore, operates as a generator.
Compared to standard WTs, AWTs do not require a
supporting tower or long rotor blades, thus they have much
lower weight for the same output power, leading to a lower
cost of utilized materials, and competitiveness with modern,
commercially available conventional WTs.
In order to lower the investment cost per produced power,
conventional WTs have to be designed for higher rated power
(higher towers and larger diameters of the area swept by the
blades). However, this trend is likely to stop when a height
limit is reached, which is imposed by mechanical construction.
This limit is incomparably higher in AWTs, which identifies
them as a possible solution for mass energy production by
harnessing high-altitude winds.
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Abstract—This paper considers the weight optimization of an
axial-flux machine (AFM) for airborne wind turbines (AWT). It
employs combined electrical, thermal and structural
(mechanical) analytical models, which allow a fast evaluation of
machine performance. Therefore, instead of introducing cost
functions, the complete machine design space can be considered.
The machines are shown in a performance space from which a
Pareto limit can be clearly identified, and an optimal machine
chosen for any given application. Optimization results yield a
maximum power-to-weight ratio of 6.4 kW/kg including
structural (non-electrical) parts, at an efficiency of 95 % and
rated speed of 3200 rpm, which is unparalleled by commercial
machines, or those reported in literature. Analytical models are
verified by FEM simulations, and a prototype of the optimal
AFM is built in order to experimentally confirm the results.
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Fig. 1. a) 750 kW standard WT, b) 600 kW AWT: the kite emulates the
behaviour of rotor blades’ tips. Inverter and a dc/dc converter are placed on the
kite. The energy is transmitted to the ground by a flexible HVDC tether. The
approximate dimensions are taken from [3].

Although these advantages of AWTs were noticed already
more than four decades ago [4-5], only recent advances in
power and control systems and light-weight materials made
this technology feasible. This introduced the necessity of
weight versus efficiency optimization of its components [1], of
which the machine is given the particular focus in this paper.
Optimization is commonly performed by minimizing cost
functions. However, a cost function is not always trivial to
define, especially when a multitude of performance indices are
to be considered such as efficiency and power-to-weight ratio.
Moreover, the minimization of a cost function may also bear
the risk of converging to a local optimum.
An alternative is the direct grid search method, which
considers the complete design space, and by doing so, does not
rely on any cost function. By mapping the performance of
every single machine design in a discretized design space to a
performance space, this method can easily identify a Paretooptimum group of machine designs. The most suitable machine
can then be selected from the group of Pareto-optimum
designs, based on the specific trade-offs of the application at
hand.
The direct grid search can be achieved by utilizing either
finite element analysis (FEA), analytical formulas, or their
combination. Although methods employing FEA are capable of
direct grid search [6], their high computational time limits the
number of designs that can be considered. Thus, analytical

models, which are well-established for AFMs, are preferred for
this type of optimization [1]. Optimization of machines for
AWTs is already considered in [7]. Unlike [7], this paper
focuses just on AFM, and provides a comprehensive analysis
of all its types, including those employing phase group stator
windings.

TABLE I. ROTOR DEGREES OF FREEDOM AND THEIR CONSIDERED VALUES
Degree of freedom
Magnetization type
Pole pair number [-]
Disk inner radius [mm]
Disk outer radius [mm]
Permanent magnet height [mm]
Pole coverage of axial magnets [-]

This paper is organised as follows. Section II defines a
design space (i.e. “the grid”) of all machines that are
considered in the optimization process. The analytical models
on which the optimization is based are detailed in Section III.
Optimization results are presented in Section IV, while the
manufacturing process of the prototype machine is described in
Section V. Analytical and FEM results are verified by
experiments in Section VI. Section VII concludes the paper.

TABLE II. STATOR DEGREES OF FREEDOM AND THEIR CONSIDERED VALUES
Degree of freedom
Considered values (or designs)
Winding type
Distributed (Fig. 2c),
Traditional concentrated (Fig. 2d),
Phase group concentrated (Fig. 2e)
Number of coils
Q = 36 +3·{0, 1, 2, …14}
Coil height [mm]
ch = 80 + 10·{0, 1, 2, …5}
Fractional coil width [-]
2c
 0.45  0.1  {0, 1, ...4}
c , frac 
c , max
Coil material
Copper, Aluminium
Current waveform
Sinusoidal (BLAC),
Block (rectangular – BLDC)

II. DEFINING A MACHINE
A. Rotor design
Two rotor types are considered in this work. One employs
axially magnetized magnets (phase shift between magnets is
180 degrees) and this type commonly has a back iron, which
strengthens the flux towards the stator, cf. Fig. 2a. The other
rotor type employs a Halbach configuration of magnets, which
means that the phase shift between magnets is 90 degrees. This
rotor type cannot prosper from a back iron, thus is omitted,
Fig. 2b. Table I summarizes the parameters that define the
rotor.

TABLE III. FIXED PARAMETERS OF THE MACHINE
Value (or design)
Fixed parameter
Machine type
Dual rotor with single stator,
Number of stacks
1
Stator type
Coreless
Permanent magnet material
NdFeB
Back iron material
CoFe (with Halbach not required)
Fill factor [-]
kCu = 0.55 for distributed windings,
kCu = 0.85 for concentrated windings
Air gap [mm]
1
Back iron height
hFe is just sufficient to avoid saturation

Only neodymium iron boron (NdFeB) is considered for
permanent-magnet material, and cobalt iron (CoFe) for the
back iron. Although silicon iron (SiFe) has 4% lower mass
density than CoFe, it is outperformed by CoFe in terms of
weight reduction, as it has a higher saturation flux density
(2.3 T compared to 1.8 T of SiFe). Moreover, the focus is only
on double rotor - single stator AFMs (Fig. 2c), which
outperform single rotor AFMs with single or double stator in
terms of power-to-weight ratio [7]. At last, machine stacking
(adding additional stators and rotors in axial direction) is not
considered as the maximum disk outer radius r2 is not limited.

phase group concentrated windings (PGCW - Fig. 2f). Design
degrees of freedom that define the stator are summarised in
Table II.
It should be noted that although the number of coils (Q) is a
degree of freedom, air core stators with DW and PGCW have a
clear optimum that maximizes fundamental winding factor at
Q = 3p and Q = 2p±1, respectively, where p is the number of
rotor pole pairs.
Finally, for quick referencing and clearer view all fixed
choices together with parameters that are limited by
mechanical construction or manufacturability (e.g. air gap) are
summarised in Table III for all the considered designs.

B. Stator design
Air core stators feature low weight, no iron losses, easy
manufacturing and no cogging torque [9]. Therefore, only this
stator type is considered in the paper.

Tables I-III completely define all considered AFMs, and
are sufficient to form a discretised design space for the direct
grid search method.

The stator can be made with distributed windings (DW Fig. 2d), traditional concentrated windings (TCW - Fig. 2e) or
hFe

αp

one pole pair

hm

number of
pole pairs
p

Considered values (or designs)
Axial with back iron (Fig. 2a),
Halbach without iron (Fig. 2b)
p = 19 + {0, 1, 2, …7}
r1 = 80 + 10·{0, 1, 2, …5}
r2 = 90 + 5·{0, 1, 2, …14}
hm = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}
αp = {0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8}
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Fig. 2. a) quarter of rotor with axial magnetization and back iron, b) quarter of rotor with Halbach magnetization, c) dual rotor AFM, d) stator with distributed
windings (given for Q = 12), e) stator with traditional concentrated windings (given for Q = 12), f) stator with phase group concentrated windings (given for
Q = 12), g) single stator coil. In Figs. 2d), 2e) and 2f) coils with the same colour belong to the same phase.

III. MACHINE MODELLING
Once a machine is defined (Section II), its power-to-weight
ratio is assessed analytically. In order to accomplish this, a
combination of three types of analytical models is required:
electro-magnetic, thermal and structural.
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T  r  F  r  (i  l  B) ,

(1)

where l is a length of the conductor, r its distance from the
centre of rotation and i applied current.
Only tangential force component is of interest. Therefore, it
can be written as

T  r  F  r  i r B z l .

(2)

From (2) it follows that only current in radial direction (ir)
generates torque, thus, it is evident that end windings do not
contribute to the torque production.
The field Bz is not constant in the air gap (Fig. 3).
Moreover, observed from stator reference frame it rotates at
rotational speed ω. If angle of rotation is introduced as

   t ,

(3)

an infinitesimal torque element produced by current from phase
a can be obtained from (2) as

dTa  r  dFa  r 

ia , coil  cos( )
k      h

Bz (r ,   , z )  dVa , (4)

where ia, coil is total current of phase a that flows through the
i  cos( )
is the radial
cross-section of a coil, and J a ,   a
k      h

30

analytical
FEA

induced voltage ea [V]

Once the B-field is known, the required armature current
for a required torque can be obtained in a straightforward
manner by utilizing Lorentz force F,

Fig. 3. Analytical calculation of B-field distribution in the middle of the air
gap for the case of rotors with Halbach magnets with p = 26, r1 = 90 mm and
r2 = 115 mm (the prototype machine – see Section V-A).

flux density Bz [T]

A. Electro-magnetic modelling
As already noted, analytical modelling of air cored AFM is
nowadays well known. The process initiates with determination
of spatial distribution of rotor B-field in the machine
( B (x,y,z)). This field depends on geometry of the rotor discs
and the distance between them, and is completely independent
of the stator. Although its derivation is complex, its final form
for axial magnetization with back iron can be found in [10],
while for Halbach magnetization it is given in [11]. These
forms are utilized in this work, and in what follows it is
considered that the B-field is known. A graphical
representation of B-field z-component distribution in the
middle of the air gap for one of the considered machines
utilizing Halbach magnetization is given in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 4. Comparison of analytical and FEA results for: a) B-field distribution
in the middle of the air gap, b) open-circuit induced voltage (ea) in machine
phase a, at the speed of 300 rpm for the prototype machine (Section V-A).
0

component of its density. The sign ± signifies that direction of
the current ia (from the inner towards the outer machine edge,
or vice versa) has to be taken into account. The total torque of
phase a is obtained by spatial integration of the infinitesimal
torque elements from (4),
T a 

d T a ,

V

(5)

a

where Va is volume of the active (radial) part of the windings
belonging to phase a (does not include end windings).
If the machine is driven by balanced three-phase currents,
its total average torque over its electric period tp is governed by
t t p

T avg  3Ta avg

1
 3  Ta dt .
t p t 0

(6)

Now, if the average torque is already set as a requirement
(12.5kW in this paper), a machine phase a current can be
obtained from (4)-(6). Once machine current is known, stator
conduction losses can be calculated from

Pcond  3RI a2 rms ,

(7)
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Fig. 5. Thermal model of a dual rotor AFM. Parameters Rc1, Rc2, Rc3 and Rc3p
are convective thermal resistances from ambient air to surfaces of: stator,
magnets, back iron and rotor peripheral edge, respectively. Parameters Rωir,
Rpm and RFe are conduction thermal resistances of: windings, magnets and
back iron, respectively.

where R is obtained based on coil dimensions. These, together
with stator proximity losses, form total AFM losses from which
efficiency can be obtained.
Finally, attaining knowledge on open-circuit induced phase
voltage ea is very valuable for determining performance of a
machine, and it can be obtained from the power balance
equation,
ea  ia  Ta   ,

(8)

where ia is current of phase a that flows through a single wire
of a coil.
The analytical models are verified by FEM simulations and
a sample of the results is shown in Fig. 4. It can be seen that the
peak error is around 10% which yields acceptable accuracy.
B. Thermal modelling
Thermal models give insight on machine internal
temperatures. Machines that overheat during the operation
feature degradation of lifetime and electro-magnetic properties.
Thus, thermal limits must be included, and here they are
chosen to be 125˚C for the windings and 90˚C for the magnets.
Machine designs that surpass this limit get discarded.
Analytical thermal steady state modelling of double rotor
AFMs is at present well known [9]. Here a lumped parameter
thermal network, depicted in Fig. 5, is employed for the
optimization process. In order to accelerate execution time of
the model, it can be assumed that rotor temperature is equal to
air temperature in the air gap. Now, parameters Rc2, Rc3, Rc3p,
Rpm and RFe cease to influence the system, and the model gets
reduced to its central part (dyed in yellow in Fig. 5).
Winding conduction resistance is governed by

Rir 

l
Air  k

,

(9)

where Air  (r12  r22 ) is stator cross-section area, l  0.5  h
and k is thermal conductivity of stator material.
Convection resistance is governed by

Rc 
where

1
,
Ac  h

(10)
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Fig. 6. a) Sectional drawing of an AFM including electromagnetically
inactive parts. b) FEM simulation of rotor bending caused by magnets’
attraction forces.

h

k  Nu s ,a
2r

and Nu s ,a  0.333

m

2r

.

(11)

Parameters k, ν and ρ are air thermal conductivity, air
kinematic viscosity and air density, respectively. Parameter m
is air mass given by

m  V   ,

(12)

where V is an inrush air volume flow, for which a value of
7 dm3/s is here assumed.
At last, air gap air temperature θg and stator temperature θs
can be obtained from (13) and (14), respectively.
Ploss ,tot
2

 m c p ( g   a )

s g
Rir  Rc1

 m c p ( g   a )

(13)
(14)

It should be noted that electro-magnetic and thermal models
are mutually dependant through the temperature dependencies
of remnant flux density of the permanent magnets and
conductivity of the windings. Thus, modelling process of each
machine demands several iterations.
C. Structural modelling
Once machine electro-magnetic and thermal analysis is
performed, its structural weight is assessed. Structural
modelling is essential in order to minimize passive weight as it
influences the overall power-to-weight ratio. Machine
mechanical structure is designed to withstand three types of
stress: torque (shear force), centrifugal (tensile) force and
magnetic attractive force (bending stress).
Simple analytical mechanical models [12] are employed in
order to provide a basic structural design (Fig. 6a), and rough
dimensions for the optimization process. Subsequently, fine
refinement of the design is performed by FEM simulations, one
of which is shown in Fig. 6b. It increased the power-to-weight
ratio from 5.8 kW/kg (Fig. 7) to 6.4 kW/kg at efficiency of
95% and speed of 3200 rpm.
IV. OPTIMIZATION RESULTS
Analytical models given in Section III provide information
on the power-to-weight ratio and the efficiency of all the AFMs
defined in Section II. A power-to-weight ratio versus efficiency
trade-off is known as Pareto front graph, and it is indispensable
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Fig. 7. Pareto graph of the machines defined in Section II. Machines that
overheat during the operation are dyed in black.

for selection of an optimal machine design. Therefore, data on
efficiency and power-to-weight ratio of all the machines is
given in the form of a single Pareto front graph (Fig. 7), where
each machine design is represented with a single data point.
Machines that overheat during the operation (winding or
magnet temperature over 125˚C or 90˚C, respectively) are dyed
in black. Purely from Fig. 7, a machine design that achieves a
power-to-weight ratio of 5.8 kW/kg (6.4 kW/kg after fine
structural refinement by FEM simulations, cf. Fig. 6b) at an
efficiency of 95% is taken as optimal and chosen to be
manufactured as a prototype (Section V).
In Fig. 8 Pareto fronts of different AFM types (both with
and without structural mass) are shown together in order to
allow a comparison. It can be seen that AFMs with
concentrated windings (Figs. 2e), 2f)) outperform those with
distributed windings (Fig. 2d)), which is attributed to shorter
end windings and higher fill factor kω (Table III). It is also clear
that rotor disks with magnets in Halbach configuration
(Fig. 2b)) yield better performance than those with purely axial
magnets (Fig. 2a)), as they feature higher air gap flux density
with the same weight.
It should be noted that post-processing of results revealed
that employing aluminium instead of copper as a winding
material always reduces performances. The reasoning behind
this is that for the same current rating aluminium coils demands
an increased coil height (and increased distance between the
two rotors) compared to their copper counterparts, due to their
lower electrical conductivities.
V. PROTOTYPE MACHINE
A. Chosen dimensions and design parameters
As already stated, a machine is completely defined by
Tables I-III. Values from these tables that match the prototype
machine (which yields power-to-weight density of 6.4 kW/kg
and the efficiency of 95%) are given in what follows.
The prototype machine has a dual rotor and a single stator.
The rotor is separated from the stator by an air gap of 1 mm. It
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Fig. 8. Pareto fronts of all the AFMs defined in Section II: including (left
side), excluding structural weight (right hand side).

utilizes NdFeB magnets in a Halbach configuration without a
back iron. It has 26 pole pairs (p). Its inner radius is
r1 = 90 mm, while the outer radius is r2 = 115 mm. Magnet
height is hm = 4 mm, and its pole coverage is αp = 0.6.
The stator is coreless and it utilizes phase group
concentrated windings with a fill factor of kCu = 85%. It has 51
copper coils. Coil height is 3.5 mm, while its fractional width is
cω,frac = 0.65. It is meant for operation with sinusoidal currents.
The given values are sufficient for the machine
manufacturing process.
B. Stator manufacture
The stator consists of three parts: concentrated windings, a
thin, CNC-milled aluminium rim and epoxy between them.
At first, a custom made tool is CNC milled and employed
to roll and shape a rectangular wire. When this is done, dc
current of 30 A is applied through the wire which melts its selfbonding layer and stiffens the coil. A coil obtained by the
described process is presented in Fig. 9a.
In order to keep the concentrated windings in position, they
are potted in epoxy (Loctite Hysol 9497) together with the
aluminium rim. A sealed Teflon mould (one half of it is shown
in Fig. 9b) is utilized in order to avoid any air inclusions.
Vacuum is produced by a vacuum pump and the pressure is
monitored on a barometer. Fig. 9c shows the potted stator
mounted on a shaft.
C. Rotor manufacture
Each of the two identical rotors consists of ball bearings (a
hybrid ceramic type is employed to prevent common mode
current flow) an aluminium shield and a magnet disk. The
shield is milled on a CNC machine while the trapezoidal
magnets for Halbach array are bought. At first, the magnets are
positioned on a thin Teflon mould, below which an iron plate is
placed. Attraction forces of the magnets are higher on the iron
plate than among themselves, which ensures that the magnets
do not collide during the assembly process.

a)

b)

c)

d)

230 mm

e)

The fully assembled machine is shown in Fig. 9e. It weights
mtot = 2.065 kg, which is in good accordance with the value
predicted by simulations (2.075 kg).
VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The prototype machine is experimentally tested in order to
verify the analytical and FEM results. Waveforms that are
chosen for the comparison with analytical and FEM results
(Fig. 4b) are open-circuit induced phase voltages (ea, eb, and ec)
and corresponding flux linkages. As already noted, open-circuit
induced phase voltage is one of the most important indicators
of machine performances as it directly provides information
(based on (8)) on ratio between machine current and a
mechanical power.
The prototype AFM is mechanically coupled to an off-theshelf machine which is utilized to spin the AFM to a desired
speed. For the experiment a value of 300 rpm is selected (to
allow a comparison with Fig. 4). The AFM open-circuit induced
voltages ea, eb and ec are measured and depicted in Fig. 10a.
Their correlation with flux linkages is governed by (15). Thus,
by integration of these waveforms, flux linkages are obtained
(Fig. 10b). A maximum value of 29·10-3 Wb is obtained, which
is in good accordance with a value predicted by FEM analysis.

e

d
,
dt

(15)

VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a multi-objective (Pareto) optimization of an
axial-flux machine (AFM) for airborne wind turbines (AWTs)
is performed. The optimization is based on electro-magnetic,
thermal and structural analytical models, which are verified by
FEM simulations. The direct grid search method is utilized;
thus the complete design space is covered. The machines’
performances are revealed in the performance space with a
clearly pronounced Pareto front, based on which the optimal
machines can be identified for different applications.
Optimization results yield a power-to-weight ratio of
6.4 kW/kg (2.9 kW/lb) at an efficiency of 95% and a rated
speed of 3200 rpm, which is unparalleled by commercial
machines, or those reported in literature. The optimal AFM is
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When all the magnets are arranged on the mould, a
two-component adhesive (the same one as for the stator
potting) is applied on the aluminium shield and it is placed on
the top of the magnets. Clamps are employed to apply pressure
between the shield and the mould. After a cure time of 24h
they are released, and the rotor is complete (Fig. 9d).

induced voltage [V]

Fig. 9. Prototype machine parts: a) a coil produced by a custom made winding tool, b) stator coils placed on a potting mould, c) potted stator, d) two assembled
rotors, e) completely assembled AFM.
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manufactured in order to verify the results. The AFM total
weight of 2.065 kg is reported and is in good accordance with
the value predicted by simulations (2.075 kg). Initial
measurements verify the key design aspects such as the electromagnetic performance. Future work will focus on the
verification of the thermal model as well.
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